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1. Introduction 

The Customer Owned Banking Code of Practice (the Code) is the code of practice for Australia’s 
mutual banks, credit unions and building societies.  It has been in force since 1 January, 2014 
with only minor changes since that time.  It is a voluntary Code, albeit almost all of the members 
of the Customer Owned Banking Association (COBA) have chosen to become subscribers to the 
Code, and are bound to comply with the Code. 

The Code specifies that it is to be reviewed by COBA in consultation with stakeholders at least 
every 5 years.  That review is now scheduled to occur.  To assist with this review, COBA 
established a Code Advisory Review Committee that includes representatives of 10 of the 64 
subscribers to the Code. 
 
COBA has engaged cameron. ralph. khoury (CRK), a Melbourne based consultancy, to undertake 
this review.  CRK and its principal Phil Khoury have extensive experience in drafting and 
reviewing codes of practice in a diverse range of sectors including financial services, clean 
energy, development aid and aged services. 
 
The purpose of this paper is to explain the nature of the Review and to ask for submissions from 
stakeholders. 
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2. Context for this Review 

Customer owned banking institutions play a very significant role in consumer banking in 
Australia.  They have total assets of some $115 billion, which represents growth of 4.5%  over 
the last 12 months, exceeding the growth of 3.6% experienced by other banks over the same 
period 1. 

Customer owned banking institutions are very focused on retail banking.  They provide 
residential lending in excess of $86.4 billion and hold deposits in excess of $98.8 billion 2. They 
have a much lower percentage of business customers and operate without many of the resources 
of other larger banks. 

They are subject to the same regulatory framework as ASX listed banks and compete with these 
listed banks for retail banking business.  But unlike ASX listed banks, customer owned banking 
institutions’ reason for being is to meet the needs of their customers and the sector has long 
distinguished itself by its customer-owned culture and values.   Typically they have not had equity 
holders to which dividends are paid.  Regulatory changes are, however, occurring that may result 
in this becoming more common. 

The Code review is taking place at a time of heightened scrutiny of the culture and accountability 
of financial institutions, notably through the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, 
Superannuation and Financial Services Industry.  Further regulatory change is expected as an 
outcome of this scrutiny.  

                                                   

 

1Quarterly Authorised Deposit-taking Institution Performance Statistics, , APRA. 
2Quarterly Authorised Deposit-taking Institution Performance Statistics, , APRA. 
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3. Review Terms of Reference 

The Review Terms of Reference affirm the importance of the Code as a statement of commitment 
by customer owned banking institutions to their customer owners.   The Review is to ensure that 
the Code is effective in serving customer interests and maintaining the trust and confidence of 
customers in the sector. 

The Terms of Reference specify that the Review is to cover all provisions of the Code and any 
additional matters considered relevant to be included in the Code.  We are asked to give 
specific attention to assessing and considering: 
 
• the purpose and role of the Code in setting the standards for good banking practices and 

the benefits that the Code provides to customer owned banking institutions and their 
customers 
 

• the structure of the Code and clarity in communicating the standards for good banking 
practices to customer owned banking institutions and their customers 
 

• the extent to which the Code demonstrates customer owned banking institutions 
commitment to putting their customers first 

 
• the effectiveness of the key commitments of customer owned banking institutions and 

whether these commitments meet consumer and community expectations 
 

• the role and mandate of the Code Compliance Committee and the incentives for 
compliance by customer owned banking institutions with the code, and 

 

• the effectiveness of the enforcement provisions within the Code. 
 
In addition, we are asked to have regard to the following: 
 
• definitions, including practical definitions of banking services and small business 
 
• laws and regulations covering banking services to individual and small business customers 

and the extent to which new legal obligations to act in the client’s best interest and 
responsible lending principles are appropriately addressed or require any amendment to 
the Code 

 
• sales, distribution, advertising and marketing practices of customer owned banking 

institutions 
 
• the extent the Code covers the practices and qualifications of intermediaries and others 

that customer owned banking institutions use in the course of providing banking services 
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• commitments to accessibility and financial inclusion, including account suitability and basic 
bank accounts, financial literacy and the implications of technology developments on 
banking services, and 

 
• the desirability for the Code to provide for customer owned banking institutions to 

develop standards for communicating and dealing with vulnerable customers including 
(but not limited to) older persons, customers with a disability, indigenous customers, 
customers with mental health issues, customers in financial difficulty, customers 
experiencing family violence, and customers with language and cultural barriers. 

 
We are asked to conduct the review in such a way and make recommendations about ways in 
which the new Code should be structured and what it should contain to comply with ASIC’s 
Regulatory Guide 183: Approval of financial sector codes of conduct. 
 

We are to have regard to changes in the legal and regulatory environment, including the role of 
self-regulation, standards for good banking practices, the recent review of the Banking Code of 
Practice and the Interim Report (and Final Report when published) of the Royal Commission into 
Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry. 
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4. Code structure and key promises 

The Code is currently in 5 parts.  Parts A and B are introductory and explain who subscribes to 
the Code and its coverage.   
 
Part C is a 2 page section that sets out 10 key promises with a brief explanation of each.  The 
promises are: 
 

• We will be fair and ethical in our dealings with you. 

• We will focus on our customers. 

• We will give you clear information about our products and services. 

• We will be responsible lenders. 

• We will deliver high customer service and standards. 

• We will deal fairly with any complaints. 

• We will recognise our customers’ rights as owners. 

• We will comply with our legal and industry obligations. 

• We will recognise our impact on the wider community. 

• We will support and promote this Code of Practice. 
  

Part D sets out more specific and detailed commitments to deliver on those promises.  Part E 
explains how the Code is administered and enforced.  An Appendix provides definitions of terms 
used in the Code. 
 
Questions (these are a starting point and you are of course welcome to raise other issues)  
 
We invite comments about whether the Code appropriately reflects the context whereby 
customers are owners of their banking institutions. 
 
Is the current Code structure effective?  Does it assist in promoting a strong ethical basis for 
conduct by customer owned banking institutions, clarity as to the standards expected of them 
and an informed and effective relationships between the institutions and their customers? Does 
the voluntary nature of the Code have a significant impact on customer outcomes? 
 
We would also like stakeholders’ views as to the key promises: whether these are clear and 
ensure that customers are put first or whether there are any gaps or improvements that should 
be made.  Are the promises being borne out in the behaviour of customer owned banking 
institutions and their staff?  We would welcome case studies that illustrate customers’ 
experiences.  
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5. Code specific practice commitments 

Part D is the longest part of the Code.  It has specific practice requirements covering: 

• Advertising and information about products, interest rates, fees and charges 

• Fair terms and conditions and fees and charges regularly reviewed 

• Responsible lending practices and credit limit increase offers 

• Reverse mortgage loans 

• Joint accounts, subsidiary cards and safeguards for co-borrowers and loan guarantors 

• Third party products and services and use of finance brokers 

• Customer communications and account statements and balances 

• Direct debit arrangements and chargebacks 

• Closing accounts 

• Information privacy and security 

• Financial difficulty 

• Customer representation 

• Debt collection and legal action 

• Complaint handling 

  

Questions (these are a starting point and you are of course welcome to raise other issues)  
 

We invite stakeholder views as to whether Code provisions should be amended to address legal 

or regulatory changes or changes in industry practice or community expectations.  Are there 

gaps in the Code’s coverage that should be addressed?  Do the defined terms give a sufficient 

scope to the Code?  For example, should a broader definition of “small business” apply? 
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6. Code administration and compliance 

Part E sets out customer owned banking institutions’ obligation to promote and publicise the 
Code so it is visible to customers.  In addition, staff must be trained about the Code so that they 
behave in a way that is consistent with the Code.   

Part E also explains that the Code is administered by the Customer Owned Banking Code 
Compliance Committee that is funded by COBA.  This committee is comprised of an 
independent Chair, an industry representative and a consumer representative.  It operates to a 
Charter and is supported by a secretariat based in Melbourne that is provided under contract by 
the Australian Financial Complaints Authority. 

The Committee is responsible for monitoring and reporting on compliance with the Code.  It 
conducts own motion inquiries, the most recent of which focused on Code privacy obligations.   
The Committee also is empowered to investigate possible breaches of the Code.  In the year 
ending 30 June 2018 the Committee undertook investigations into 2 matters: one a referral from 
the Financial Ombudsman Service that resulted in a breach finding and one matter as a result of 
the Committee’s Own Motion Inquiry involving privacy that resulted in a finding of no breach3.   

Complaints about Code breaches may be made to the Committee.  In the year ending 30 June 
2018, the Committee received only one complaint alleging a breach, but this related to 
institutions that were not subscribers to the Code and so was outside the Committee’s scope4.  
The Committee’s role does not include providing compensation to a complainant.  Rather this is 
the role of the Australian Financial Complaints Authority. 

Where the Committee finds a breach, it may sanction the banking institution if satisfied that the 
banking institution is guilty or serious or systemic non-compliance with the Code, has failed 
within a reasonable time to remedy the breach as requested by the Committee, has breached 
an undertaking to the Committee or as not taken reasonable steps to prevent a further breach.  
The Committee’s sanctioning powers are to formally warn the banking institution, to require it 
to undertake a compliance review, a staff training program or corrective advertising, to publicly 
name the banking institution and to advise COBA of the issue.  

The Committee issues an annual report about its activities including the results of self-assessment 
reports provided to the Committee by banking institutions that subscribe to the Code.  The 
Committee’s reports provide detailed information about self-reported breaches and self-
reported internal dispute resolution. 

Questions (these are a starting point and you are of course welcome to raise other issues)  
 

                                                   

 

3 Our impact Annual Compliance Report 2017-18, Customer Owned Banking Code Compliance Committee 
4 Our impact Annual Compliance Report 2017-18, Customer Owned Banking Code Compliance Committee 
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Is the Code sufficiently visible to customers and staff?  In your experience, is it being complied 
with?  Details of your experiences as to this would assist. 

We also invite stakeholder views as to the monitoring and reporting arrangements for the Code.  
Do these arrangements ensure the effectiveness of the Code and promote the trust and 
confidence of customers in their banking institution?  Do customers sufficiently understand the 
distinction between Code Compliance and External Disputes Resolution?  Are the sanctioning 
powers sufficient to establish incentives for compliance by customer owned banking institutions?  
Are there improvements that should be made? 
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7. Submissions 

Submissions are requested by 8 March.   

Submissions need not be formally set out and can just be a brief email.  If you would like us to 
contact you please indicate this.  Please also indicate if you would like your submission to be 
kept confidential.  If you do not request confidentiality, we may publish your submission on our 
website at cobcop.review@crkhoury.com for the information of other stakeholders. 

Submissions may be sent by email to the Code Reviewer  at cobcop.review@crkhoury.com. 

We will also be convening round table discussions with stakeholder groups.  If you would like to 
be part of a roundtable discussion, please let us know. 

Our website cobcop.review@crkhoury.com will keep stakeholders informed of our progress with 
the review.  Our Terms of Reference require us to issue a draft report to facilitate further 
consultations.  We have been asked for a final report by the end of June 2019. 

 


